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1. Long Description 
Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC in Maplewood, MN offers tree removal services, tree trimming services, tree 
& shrub pruning, storm damage, emergency tree care service, stump grinding and removal, and other tree services in 
and around the Saint Paul area. We are a reliable tree & landscaping company, skilled and educated in tree care for 
both residential and commercial properties. We provide designs, customizations, enhancements, treatments, 
construction, and maintenance for any tree care needs you may have. 

Along with our licensed bonded and insured tree contracts, our service guarantee allows you to feel safe and 
comfortable with your decision to hire a tree contractor. We use the best tools and the most experienced arborists to 
give you professionalism at an affordable cost! 

As Minnesota's highly rated Quality Tree Service Company, we take pride in our neighbors' homes and businesses to 
give their space the aesthetic value that the community deserves. We also are familiar with seasonal maintenance as 
well as tree disease and tree preservation to keep your trees growing strong and the environment happy. 

Call today for a free Above Ground Tree service quote at (651) 237-8989! 

2. Short Description 
Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC offers tree removal services, tree trimming services, tree & shrub pruning, 
and other tree services. Call (651)-315-1526! 

WEBSITE CONTENT 

3. Home 

 Are you in search of the best, most reliable tree service provider in St Paul, Minnesota?  

 

Whether you need professional tree trimming, stump grinding, tree removal, tree hazard assessment, storm clean-
up, bracing support, or lot clearing we can help you. At Above Ground Tree Services, we provide a full spectrum of 
tree-related services at competitive prices.  

 

Ours is a fully family-owned and operated business with a history spanning several years. The team is dedicated to 
ensuring that our customers get the best quality service in the area.  

 

A Highly Experienced Team of St Paul Tree Service Professionals  
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When it comes to tree services, experience matters more than anything else. The more experienced a professional 
is, the better they can cope with and fix all types of tree-related issues.  

 

Our team has over a decade of experience, and over the years, we’ve handled an array of tree-related issues 
across Maplewood, MN. That’s why when our team is working on your property you can expect all of that 
experience and expertise to ensure it improves the value and strength of your trees while ensuring that your 
property isn’t damaged in any way. Plus, having experience means that we can complete jobs on time as promised.  

 

 

Leading Tree Trimming and Removal Service  

 

One of the reasons why you will want to get a tree removed is because it is dead, unstable, or old. Sometimes it 
may just be growing in the wrong place or in the wrong direction, which could potentially cause damage to your 
property. The good news is that our experts can remove trees quickly, even if they are growing in a confined space 
without endangering other people, property or animals.  

 

We make sure to rope all the dangerous limbs and the trunk before cutting the tree. Once the limbs have been 
removed, it is gradually lowered to the ground. The same goes for removing the tree and then eventually, stump 
removal which follows soon. All work is carried out by trained and insured professionals.  

 

We have provided emergency tree removal across the twin cities, removing trees from garages, roofs, cars, 
buildings, etc. So, regardless of where it may be growing, you show it to us, and we’ll remove it. You and your 
property is always going to be safe when we are working.  

 

The Most Reasonably Priced Expert Service  

 

We know that tree services in St Paul, Minnesota, have become expensive. That said, people are rightly price-
conscious, but it is essential also to be cautious about a so-called cheap or very low priced tree services. It is crucial 
to find the best service for your budget to ensure that no corners are cut regardless of the service provided. That’s 
where our transparent and reasonable pricing structure comes in. 

 

One of the reasons why we have been able to develop a solid reputation in the area is because our pricing is 
reasonable for the quality of work we deliver. Our fair pricing is meant to ensure that you get the best bang for your 
bottom dollar, whether it is tree pruning, emergency stump removal or tree removal for that matter.   

 

Tree Pruning Services in St Paul, Minnesota 

 

Tree pruning may appear to be simple enough, but it is tough to do and even price for services like ours. Every 
species of tree is different, and so they require a different pruning method. That’s why it is so important that you hire 
people who know exactly what they are doing and ideally have experience dealing with similar trees in the past.  

Our tree pruning service is available in St Paul, MN. throughout the year, and we also provide annual tree pruning 
services during summer and spring for commercial and residential clients. We use methods like elevating, crown 
reduction, and thinning depending on the tree and the goal of our clients.  
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Tree pruning is essential for a couple of reasons, including:  

  

• Improves the health and overall appearance of the tree  

• Maintains the tree’s structural support  

• Helps your lawn to get more sunlight  

• Decreases liabilities caused by falling branches  

• Removes dead branches  

 

Most people may not know this, but a well-pruned tree has a very positive effect on a property’s value. So, again, 
taking care of the trees on your property is something that pays dividends when the home is finally put on the 
property market. The healthier and well looked after your trees are, the higher your home may go for when sold.  

Stump Removal in St Paul, Minnesota 

 

We are, without a doubt one of the leading stump removal experts in the city. Stumps left behind by fallen trees look 
ugly. They also become a hotbed for all types of insects from ants to termites and even spiders. Not only does a 
tree stump become a hazard, but it adversely affects the appearance of your property especially if you’ve spent 
money on landscaping to keep things looking good. The good news is that our stump removal service can remove it 
for you.  

 

We provide quick and efficient stump removal in the twin cities for home and business owners. We use a couple of 
different techniques depending on the stump we are dealing with, generally, though most can be removed using 
stump grinding. Stump grinding works perfectly because it not only eliminates the stump but will also dig out around 
7 inches of it from under the soil. It is also a lot quicker than using chemicals. The other option is to use chemicals 
that can take a long time to remove the stump. The choice is yours, and we will help you either way.  

 

All Tree Services Under One Roof  

 

Whether it is stump removal, tree removal, or any other tree-related service, consider us your one-stop solution. In 
addition to the services listed above we provide an array of other tree-related services. Call us today to find out 
more about the other services we offer or to get a quote. Our emergency tree service team will be more than happy 
to pay you a visit in a hurry if required. 

 

Whether harsh summer storms have wreaked havoc on your yard or you need an expert hand to prune your trees 
and shrubs and keep them healthy, Above Ground Tree Service is the solution you’re searching for. 

 

We are a team of 100% licensed and insured expertswho are ready to assist you with any problem you might be 
facing. Our Maplewood tree specialists can tackle everything from stump grinding to any size tree removal. Best of 
all, you can rest easy, knowing that our highly qualified, professional arborists won’t stop working until we have 
completed your project to your total satisfaction. 

 

Why should you contact Above Ground Tree Service about your tree service needs? Because our company is a 
dependable, locally owned small business focused on offering you three valuable assets: 
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Expertise 

Above Ground Tree Service is a second-generation tree service provider. Our owner, Jordan Mlodzik, comes from a 
family of local tree service experts. His father was the founder and operator of All Seasons Tree Service for 25 
years. So you can be assured that when you invest your hard-earned money and trust in Above Ground Tree 
Service, you are hiring someone with the knowledge and experience necessary to get your problem solved the first 
time. 

Our team of tree service experts brings over a decade of experience to the tasks at hand. You can enjoy peace of 
mind, confident that we’ll work to prevent additional damage to your property when performing complicated jobs like 
tree removals. 

We are 100% licensed and insured storm damage experts, whose attention to detail is unsurpassed. We’re trained 
to identify and address safety issues before they become a problem — saving you time, money, and hassle. 

Trust 

Here at Above Ground Tree Service, we understand and appreciate that you are entrusting us with your property. 
We know that reliability matters, and we feel honored when our customers trust us to handle their tree service 
projects. Letting someone perform work on your commercial or residential property can be stressful, which is why 
we go the extra mile to make sure we bring the highest caliber of professionalism to every job. 

We offer a 100% drug-free and safe environment  on all of our projects. Our responsible crew of tree service 
experts will put you at ease and make sure you feel comfortable with our work and performance every step of the 
way. 

And because we are a local, family-owned tree service company, we are invested in business goals beyond just 
profit. We care about your satisfaction because you are more than just our customer. You are our neighbor, too 

Service 

To ensure your complete satisfaction, we work tirelessly and cut zero corners. From the moment you contact us to 
the time the project is finished, your happiness is our number one goal. 

We are available to provide expert tree service 24 hours a day. That means you can reach out to us as soon as you 
have a problem, and we won’t leave you waiting or stranded to deal with it on your own. We guarantee responsive, 
quick communication through every step of the process. 

We will treat your property with respect. We work fast and in a safe manner, providing impeccable cleanup after any 
tree work is completed. You won’t need to worry about a messy yard after our crew leaves the job site. We take 
pride in doing work that exceeds our customers’ expectations every single time 

No job is too big or too small for us. Whether you need assistance with a residential or commercial property, choose 
a team of neighborhood tree service experts who are committed to 100% customer satisfaction. Contact ustoday 
and get the work done right the first time. 

 

Are you in search of the best, most reliable tree service provider in St Paul, Minnesota?  
 
Whether you need professional tree trimming, stump grinding, tree removal, tree hazard 
assessment, storm clean-up, bracing support, or lot clearing, we can help you. At Above Ground 
Tree And Landscape LLC, we provide a full spectrum of tree-related services at competitive 
prices.  
 
We are a fully family-owned and operated business with a history spanning several years. The 
team is dedicated to ensuring that our customers get the best quality service in the area.  
 
A Highly Experienced Team of St Paul Tree Service Professionals  
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When it comes to tree services, experience matters more than anything else. The more 
experienced a professional is, the better they can cope with and fix all types of tree-related 
issues.  
 
Our team has over a decade of experience, and over the years, we’ve handled an array of tree 
service issues across Maplewood, MN and St Paul, MN. When our team is working on your 
property, you can expect all our experience and expertise to improve the value and strength of 
your trees while ensuring your property isn’t damaged in any way. Plus, having experience 
means that we can complete jobs on time, and on budget, as promised.  
 
Leading Tree Trimming and Removal Service  
 
One of the reasons why you might want to get a tree removed is when it is dead, unstable, or old. 
Sometimes it may just be growing in the wrong place or in the wrong direction, which could 
potentially cause damage to your property. The good news is that our experts can remove trees 
quickly, even if they are growing in a confined space, without endangering other people, 
property, or animals.  
 
All work is carried out by trained and insured professionals. We make sure to rope all the 
dangerous limbs and the trunk before cutting the tree. Once the limbs have been removed, it is 
gradually lowered to the ground. The same goes for removing the tree and then eventually, 
stump removal, which follows.  
 
We have provided emergency tree removal across the twin cities, removing trees from garages, 
roofs, cars, buildings, etc. So, regardless of where it may be growing, you show it to us, and 
we’ll remove it. You and your property will always be safe when we are working on it.  
 
The Most Reasonably Priced Expert Tree Service St Paul 
 
We know that tree services in St Paul, Minnesota, have become expensive. That said, people are 
rightly price-conscious, but it is essential also to be cautious about a so-called cheap tree service 
or very low priced tree services. It is crucial to find a quality tree service expert 
for your budget to make sure that no corners are cut, regardless of the service provided. That’s 
where our transparent and reasonable pricing structure comes in. 
 
One of the reasons why we have been able to develop a solid reputation in the area is because 
our pricing is sensible for the quality of work we deliver. Our fair pricing is meant to ensure you 
get the best bang for your bottom dollar, whether it is tree pruning, emergency stump removal, or 
tree removal.   
 
Tree Pruning Services in St Paul, Minnesota 
 
Tree pruning may appear to be simple enough, but it is tough to do and even priced 
competitively for services like ours. Every species of tree is different, and so they require a 
different pruning method. That’s why it is so important that you hire people who know exactly 
what they are doing and ideally have experience dealing with similar trees in the past.  
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Our tree pruning service is available in St Paul, MN. throughout the year, and we also provide 
annual tree pruning services during summer and spring for commercial and residential clients. 
We use methods like elevating, crown reduction, and thinning depending on the tree and the goal 
of our clients.  
 
Tree pruning is essential for a couple of reasons, including:  
  

• Improves the health and overall appearance of the tree  
• Maintains the tree’s structural support  
• Helps your lawn to get more sunlight  
• Decreases liabilities caused by falling branches  
• Removes dead branches  

 
Most people may not know this, but a well-pruned tree has a very positive effect on a property’s 
value. So, again, taking care of the trees on your property is something that pays dividends when 
the home is finally put on the property market. The healthier and well looked after your trees are, 
the higher your home may go for when sold.  
 
Stump Removal in St Paul, Minnesota 
 
We are, without a doubt, one of the leading stump removal experts in the city. Stumps left behind 
by fallen trees look unsightly. They also become a hotbed for all types of insects, from ants to 
termites and even spiders. Not only does a tree stump become a hazard, but it adversely affects 
the appearance of your property, especially if you’ve spent money on landscaping to keep things 
looking healthy. The good news is that our stump removal service can remove it for you.  
 
We provide quick and efficient stump removal in the twin cities for home and business owners. 
We use a couple of different techniques depending on the stump we are dealing with. Generally, 
though most can be removed using stump grinding. Stump grinding works perfectly because it 
not only eliminates the stump but will also dig out around 7 inches of it from under the soil. It is 
also a lot quicker than using chemicals. The other option is to use chemicals, which can take a 
long time to remove the stump. The choice is yours, and we will help you either way.  
 
All Tree Services Under One Roof  
 
We really are here to take care of any lawncare or tree care service question or issue you 
might have! Consider us your one-stop solution, providing tree and landscaping services, St. 
Paul tree removal services, emergency tree removal in Minneapolis, and so much more. Call us 
today to find out further information about other services we offer or to get a free quote. Our 
emergency tree service team will be more than happy to pay you a visit in a hurry if required. 
 
Certified Arborist MN 
Whether harsh summer storms have wreaked havoc on your yard or you need an expert hand to 
prune your trees and shrubs and keep them healthy, Above Ground Tree And Landscape 
LLC is the solution you’re searching for. 
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We are a team of 100% licensed and insured experts who are ready to assist you with any 
landscaping problem you might be facing. Our Maplewood and St Paul tree specialists are 
excited to tackle any tree removal, tree trimming, tree pruning, and tree caring service. Best of 
all, you can rest easy, knowing that our highly qualified, professional arborists won’t stop 
working until we have completed your project to your total satisfaction. 
 
Why should you contact Above Ground Tree Service about your tree service 
needs? Because our company is a dependable, locally-owned small business focused on offering 
you three valuable assets: 
 
Expertise 

• Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC is a second-generation tree service provider. Our owner, 
Jordan Mlodzik, comes from a family of local tree service experts. His father was the founder and 
operator of All Seasons Tree Service for 25 years. So you can be assured that when you invest your 
hard-earned money and trust in Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC, you are hiring someone with 
the knowledge and experience necessary to get your problem solved the first time. 

• Our team of tree service experts brings over a decade of experience to the tasks at hand. You can 
enjoy peace of mind, confident that we’ll work to prevent additional damage to your property when 
performing complicated jobs like tree removals. 

• We are 100% licensed and insured storm damage experts, whose attention to detail is unsurpassed. 
We’re trained to identify and address safety issues before they become a problem — saving you time, 
money, and hassle. 

Trust 

• Here at Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC, we understand and appreciate that you are entrusting 
us with your property. We know that reliability matters, and we feel honored when our customers trust 
us to handle their tree service projects. Letting someone perform work on your commercial or residential 
property can be stressful, which is why we go the extra mile to make sure we bring the highest caliber 
of professionalism to every job. 

• We offer a 100% drug-free and safe environment on all of our projects. Our responsible crew of tree 
service experts will put you at ease and make sure you feel comfortable with our work and performance 
every step of the way. 

• And because we are a local, family-owned tree service company, we are invested in business goals 
beyond just profit. We care about your satisfaction because you are more than just our customers; you 
are our neighbors, too! 

Service 

• To warrant your complete satisfaction, we work tirelessly and cut zero corners. From the moment you 
contact us to the time the project is finished, your happiness is our number one goal. 

• We are available to provide expert tree service 24 hours a day. That means you can reach out to us as 
soon as you have a problem, and we won’t leave you waiting or stranded to deal with it on your own. 
We guarantee responsive, quick communication through every step of the process. 

• We will treat your property with respect. We work fast and in a safe manner, providing impeccable 
cleanup after any tree work is completed. You won’t need to worry about a messy yard after our crew 
leaves the job site. We take pride in doing work that exceeds our customers’ expectations every single 
time. 

No job is too big or too small for us. Whether you need assistance with a residential or 
commercial property, choose a team of neighborhood tree service experts who are committed to 
100% customer satisfaction.  
 
Contact us today and get the work done right the first time. 
 

Meta Title: Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC | Quality Tree Care in St Paul 
Meta Description: The certified arborists of Above Ground Tree are trained and skilled to handle a variety of tree 
care challenges resulting in beautiful, healthy trees. 
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4. Location – St Paul 
St Paul’s #1 Pick for Landscaping Solutions - Tree Services, Tree Removal, Tree Care, 
Tree Trimming & Cutting 
 
Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC is dedicated to providing optimal tree services to both 
residential and commercial customers. Our extensive experience shows throughout our work as 
all of our arborists are certified and educated for each task at hand. 
 
If you work or reside in the St Paul, MN area and are looking for reasonably priced tree removal, 
affordable tree care, or free quotes and estimates on tree services, then give us a call right away! 
We are available 24/7 to handle emergency tree dilemmas or any landscaping project you present 
to us. 
 
What's so good about this St Paul Tree Company? 
Not only do we excel in all areas of storm damage cleanup, landscape architecture, as well as 
tree trimming, we also handle tree maintenance and preventative care. With regular tree and 
shrub inspections, we can stop any tree disease or death before it starts! Call us today and ask for 
our tree maintenance programs. 
 
Commercial Landscape Services 
St Paul boasts of many zoos, trails, and parks and all of these businesses add to the city's 
ambiance. One of the most effective ways to add value to your business is to upkeep and 
maintain a beautiful landscape. Looking for landscaping designs for your business? Our 
extensive portfolio can give you some lawncare ideas like planting beds, colored stone 
walkways, flowering tree designs, mulching, outdoor furniture, fences, water gardens, flower 
borders, fountains, retaining walls, and so much more! 
 
Considering hiring a team that lives in the area and takes pride in how it looks. That's Above 
Ground Tree! 
 
 
Residential Landscape Services 
Tree Service and Tree Removal in St Paul is near and dear to our hearts! The residents here are 
our neighbors and we are honored to give each customer's home the curbside appeal they've been 
looking for, without wrecking their budget. We understand attention to detail is key, as well as 
safety and cleanup. This is why we put customer service at the forefront, ensuring that each tree 
service project is done to your satisfaction. Work alongside our design specialists and arborists to 
get the exact dream garden and lawn you've been hoping for! The neighbors are always talking. 
Let them talk about how beautiful your yard is! 
  
Meta Title: St Paul Tree Removal Cost, St Paul Tree Services 
Meta Description: Want to know the tree removal cost for your next project? Call our Above 
Tree St Paul location to find out how affordable tree services can be in your area! 
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5. Location - Maplewood 
Maplewood’s Top Choice for Landscaping Solutions - Tree Services, Tree Removal, Tree 
Care, Tree Trimming & Cutting 
 
Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC produces the best landscaping services in Maplewood. 
Just look at our reviews! Your property's trees, lawn, and landscape are an investment, whether 
for commercial or residential purposes. Having a beautiful, serene landscape can increase 
property value, save energy by providing shade and comfort, as well as beautifying the 
surroundings. We take care of your land at a competitive price because we truly want everyone 
to feel the difference a gorgeous landscape can make. 
 
We are available 24/7 for emergency tree services or to take your call and set up a free, no-
obligation estimate! 
 
What's so good about this Maplewood Tree Company? 
We provide preventive tree care programs that include regular inspections, fertilizing and 
pruning, follow-up care, and other preventative measures that save you money by avoiding 
costly damage to your lawn. Properly cared-for trees should outlive us by hundreds of years! 
Invest in a program that will sustain your yard for generations to come. Call us today and ask for 
our tree maintenance programs. 
 
Commercial Landscape Services 
Maplewood is full of creeks, parks, and golf courses, as well as a lovely nature center. Each 
business owner owes it to the community to showcase the aesthetics and consideration of this 
town. The benefits of maintaining your commercial lawn far outweigh the costs. Landscaping 
increases the quality of life and attracts and keeps customers coming back. If you put effort into 
your business’s storefront, they are more likely to assume you will care that much about your 
service to them as well. We found this to be true in our many years of being in business. Join the 
ranks of business owners who give the environment a landscaped boost by called Above Ground 
tree now! 
 
Residential Landscape Services 
Residents in Maplewood make the most of their home by adding lawncare flair! Retaining walls 
can prevent erosion and add seating and space to the yard, unique landscaping has many 
economic benefits when it's time to sell the house, and landscaping is just good for the overall 
health of the immediate surroundings and the environment as a whole. Our designers and 
arborists are teeming with excitement to hear your landscaping ideas and can't wait to become 
the Maplewood tree experts you rely on! 
  
Meta Title: Maplewood Tree Removal Cost, Maplewood Tree Services 
Meta Description: Want to know the tree removal cost for your next project? Call our Above 
Tree Maplewood location to find out how affordable tree services can be in your area! 
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6. About 

 Above Ground Tree Service is a locally owned and operated, full-service business established here in the St. Paul 
and Minneapolis region in 2017. But our neighborhood and industry roots go back much further than that. Our 
owner, Jordan Mlodzik, grew up in a tree service family. His father was the founder and owner of All Seasons Tree 
Service for more than 25 years. So Jordan has been learning and working to become a veteran tree service expert 
for his entire life, and brings more than a decade of hands-on experience to every job. In 2017, Jordan "branched 
out" on his own to start Above Ground. 

 

Jordan is delighted to offer the St. Paul and Minneapolis region unparalleled 24/7 tree service, provided by his team 
of fully licensed and insured, dedicated professionals. For more information about the types of services we offer, 
visit our Services page. 

 

Are you confronting a landscaping problem? Are you searching for a locally owned business that will handle your 
project with expertise and professional courtesy? Get in touch with us today. 

 

We would be honored to exceed your expectations for your project, no matter how large or how small. Here at 
Above Ground Tree Service, we hold ourselves to the absolute highest standards for service and client satisfaction. 

 
Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC is a locally owned and operated, full-service tree 
business established here in the St. Paul, reaching the Minneapolis and Maplewood region in 
2017. But our neighborhood and industry roots go back much further than that. Our owner, 
Jordan Mlodzik, grew up in a tree service family. His father was the founder and owner of All 
Seasons Tree Service for more than 25 years. So Jordan has been learning and working to 
become a veteran tree service expert for his entire life, and brings more than a decade of hands-
on experience to every job. In 2017, Jordan "branched out" on his own to start Above Ground. 
 
Jordan is delighted to offer the St. Paul and Minneapolis region unparalleled 24/7 tree service, 
provided by his team of fully licensed and insured, dedicated professionals. For more 
information about the types of services we offer, visit our Services page. 
 
Are you confronting a landscaping problem? Are you looking for reasonably priced tree 
removal? Are you searching for a locally owned business that will handle your project with 
expertise and professional courtesy? Get in touch with us today. 
 
We would be honored to exceed your expectations for your project, no matter how large or how 
small. Here at Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC, we hold ourselves to the absolute 
highest standards for service and client satisfaction. 
 

Meta Title: About Above Ground Tree in St Paul and Maplewood 
Meta Description: Learn how Above Ground Tree became the top choice for tree care in St Paul and your local 
Maplewood experts. Call us for tree care service today! 
 

https://my.duda.co/site/20faddcb/services?preview=true&nee=true&showOriginal=true&dm_checkSync=1&dm_try_mode=true&dm_device=desktop
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7. Services 

 Our team of local specialists is prepared to handle any tree service challenge you can think of. For more specific 
information about your individual situation, get in touch today to schedule a consultation. We are experts in tackling 
a wide range of landscaping jobs, including, but not limited to: 

 

Tree and shrub pruning 

Storm damage and emergency tree services 

Stump grinding and removal 

Tree preservation 

Tree removal 

Tree disease control and pest management 

We strive to exceed our customers’ expectations and to offer professional service and rapid communication 
throughout every project. Whether you’re confronting large-scale storm damage or require care for a single shrub, 
we would love to help you. 

 

Contact us today to set up an expert consultation. 

 Our team of local St Paul tree care specialists and Maplewood tree experts is prepared to handle 
any tree service challenge you can think of. For more specific information about your individual 
situation, get in touch today to schedule a consultation. We are experts in tackling a wide range 
of landscaping jobs, including, but not limited to: 

• Tree and shrub pruning 
• Storm damage and emergency tree services 
• Stump grinding and removal 
• Tree preservation 
• Tree removal 
• Tree disease control and pest management 

We strive to exceed our customers’ expectations and to offer professional service and rapid 
communication throughout every project. Whether you’re confronting large-scale storm damage 
or require care for a single shrub, we would love to help you. 
 
Contact us today to set up an expert consultation. 
 
Meta Title: Professional, Local Tree Care Services in St Paul and Maplewood 
Meta Description: Above Ground Tree provides professional tree care services for all your tree care service needs.  
Call us today for a beautiful tree-scape tomorrow. 
 

8. Tree & Shrub Pruning 

Besides lawn mowing and watering, tree pruning is the most asked for tree service solution. 
Many people don't know that pruning, if done incorrectly, can cause damage to the tree and 
change the growth rate. This is why, when we come in, we don't just start hacking away. There's 
a certain skill level and art needed to prune trees. Tree pruning offers many benefits including 

https://my.duda.co/site/20faddcb/contact?preview=true&nee=true&showOriginal=true&dm_checkSync=1&dm_try_mode=true&dm_device=desktop
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enhancing the tree or bush’s vitality and structure, maintaining the safety of the surroundings, 
and removing any dead, infected, or diseased branches. 

As you can see, pruning isn't just for a clean and pristine look for your landscape or garden. 
Pruning also helps trees, shrubs, and bushes flower properly and grow beautifully. If you are 
trimming your trees for safety, we will make sure to remove any obstructions from driveways 
and sidewalks, or branches that could obscure line of sight and create potentially dangerous 
situations. 

Whether for safety or charm, consider hiring your local tree pruning and tree trimming experts. 
We'll help you manage your HOA compliance and Building Safety codes, and you can work 
alongside our designers so that your next trim project can become a work of art! 

Meta Title: Tree & Shrub Pruning | Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC 
Meta Description: Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC offers tree, brush, and shrub pruning for safety and 
aesthetics. call the St Paul and Maplewood Tree Experts! 

 

9. Storm Damage & Emergency Tree Services 

 Harsh weather can create dangerous conditions on your property within moments. Springtime squalls can destroy 
large trees and leave them teetering, threatening danger to nearby buildings and passersby. In the summer, violent 
storms can toss heavy branches onto lawns and driveways, causing obstructions for pedestrians and drivers. Even 
in the winter months, heavy ice can weigh on tree branches, and compromise their structural integrity. 

 

If you find yourself confronting the aftermath of devastating weather, no matter what time of year or even time of 
day, reach out to the licensed, insured storm damage experts at Above Ground Tree Service. We are proud to offer 
24-hour tree service and storm cleanup in the St. Paul and Minneapolis area. We will provide fast, professional 
service and restore your property to safety. 

 

We also provide crane services on each project, to protect your home and property from additional damage. 

 

Here at Above Ground Tree Service, we understand that when the unexpected happens, you need help from 
experts you can trust. If Mother Nature has paid you an unpleasant visit, reach out to us for comprehensive cleanup 
services, including, but not limited to: 

Rapid, courteous storm damage consultation 

Hazardous condition assessment for trees and surrounding structures 

Climbing inspection 

24-hour emergency tree removal 

Fallen and broken branch cleanup 

Pruning of hanging tree limbs 

No matter what storm damage issues you’re facing, the experts here at Above Ground Tree Service are ready and 
waiting to help. Contact us today and learn why we have an excellent reputation for emergency tree service in the 
Twin Cities. Our team of licensed and insured storm damage professionals is standing by, 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. 
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Harsh weather can create dangerous conditions on your property within moments. Springtime 
squalls can destroy large trees and leave them teetering, threatening danger to nearby buildings 
and passersby. In the summer, violent storms can toss heavy branches onto lawns and driveways, 
causing obstructions for pedestrians and drivers. Even in the winter months, heavy ice can weigh 
on tree branches, and compromise their structural integrity. 
 
If you find yourself confronting the aftermath of devastating weather, no matter what time of 
year or even time of day, reach out to the licensed, insured storm damage experts at Above 
Ground Tree And Landscape LLC. We are proud to offer 24-hour tree service and storm 
cleanup in the St. Paul and Minneapolis area. We will provide fast, professional service and 
restore your property to safety. 
 
We also provide crane services on each project, to protect your home and property from 
additional damage. 
 
Here at Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC, we understand that when the unexpected 
happens, you need help from experts you can trust. If Mother Nature has paid you an unpleasant 
visit, reach out to us for comprehensive cleanup services, including, but not limited to: 

• Rapid, courteous storm damage consultation 
• Hazardous condition assessment for trees and surrounding structures 
• Climbing inspection 
• 24-hour emergency tree removal 
• Fallen and broken branch cleanup 
• Pruning of hanging tree limbs 

No matter what storm damage issues you’re facing, the experts in tree care in the Twin Cities are 
ready and waiting to help. Contact us today and learn why we have an excellent reputation for 
emergency tree service in St Paul, Minneapolis, and Maplewood. Our team of licensed and 
insured storm damage professionals is standing by, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
 
 
Meta Title: Storm Damaged Trees? Try Above Ground Tree And Landscape! 
Meta Description: If you have storm damaged trees, you need a professional tree service fast! A damaged tree can 
be an immediate hazard to people and property. Call us 24/7! 

 

10. Stump Grinding & Removal 
Stump grinding can help remove stumps at a certain level without completely removing and 
disturbing the surrounding area. it may also be helpful to perform surface root pruning for a 
smoother landscape. If you prefer a total removal, we have the proper tools to excavate the tree 
with the least damage possible. 
 
 Other Benefits of Stump Grinding and Stump Removal 

• Removal of a stump will help clear space for walking or adding other lawn elements 
• Removal can keep the lawn space looking kempt, which increase property value and 

keeps you in compliance 
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• You can avoid accidents of tripping over a stump. If you are a business owner or have 
small children or elderly, this service is crucial 

• Stumps that aren't completely removed or ground properly can sprout and grow again 
• Leftover stumps can rot and create a breeding ground for pests, rodents, and insects. 

This will cost you more money down the line for yard treatment 
 
 
Ask about our discount tree services for St Paul stump grinding and removal! 
 
Meta Title: Stump Grinding & Removal | Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC 
Meta Description: For stump grinding and removal in St Paul MN or stump removal in Maplewood, rely on Above 
Ground Tree for permanent tree removal service solutions. 

 

11. Tree Preservation 
 
Our experienced foresters and team of ISA Certified Arborists offer tree root protection services 
and tree preservation services to aid in tree health during construction or an extensive 
landscaping project. We really do care about the beauty and longevity of nature and that is why 
we are the tree experts in St Paul and Maplewood to trust with your precious foliage. 
 
Why hire tree preservationists? 
When you're doing major construction or overhaul on an area, you want to have all ground 
information available to you. You could delay construction by uprooting the wrong tree (one 
who's underground root structure may cause unforeseeable future damage) or you could damage 
the surrounding nature, displacing other living organisms, decreasing the vitality of the area. 
 
We work with construction contractors seamlessly with the largest focus on finding a happy 
medium between clearing and preserving. 
 
Where other tree companies just hack away at your property, we conduct soil analyses, on-site 
monitoring, and risk assessment reports to safeguard against further damage. 
  
Meta Title: Tree Preservation | Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC 
Meta Description: We take tree health serious and work alongside state and local ordinances to preserve trees 
during construction on your landscaped project.   

 

12. Tree Removal 
Before you even think about tree removal, one of our arborists will help you decide if this is the 
right decision. Although we support the decision to maintain the health of trees as a primary 
mode of operation, there are instances unto which tree removal is necessary. Proper tree removal 
can save time and money when it's time to redesign a lawn. Tree removal can provide safety and 
prevent injury, as well as maintain cleanliness and curb appeal. 
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No matter what your reasons are for needing tree removal near Minneapolis, our equipment can 
handle the removal of any trees on any property. 
 
Here are some reasons you may need tree removal: 

• Damaged trees that are beyond disease treatment and repair  
• Dead trees that pose a safety risk  
• Encroaching trees that are or could potentially disturb the surrounding building 

foundations  
• Uprooted trees that are causing damage to soil and surrounding foliage  
• Emergency tree removal for once-stable trees that are now an obstruction due to 

inclement weather or an accident  
 
  
Meta Title: Tree Removal | Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC 
Meta Description: When you need to totally remove a tree, and you need reasonably priced tree removal services 
call Above Ground Tree for safety and affordability! 

 

13. Tree Disease Control & Pest Management 
You may understand the need for pest control for your home or office but did you know your 
trees deserve some Pest Control Management as well?  Not only that, your trees are susceptible 
to so many different diseases as one of our nearby living organisms. 
 
Our Tree Disease Services & Treatment 
If you need help with any of the following tree diseases or conditions, we have a knowledgeable 
tree expert for: 

• Anthracnose Leaf Spots 
• Apple Scab 
• Canker Rot  
• Cedar Rusts 
• Diplodia Tip Blight 
• Dothistroma Needle Blight Of Pines 
• Dutch Elm Disease 
• Fire/Tree Blight 
• Foliage Diseases 
• Hypoxylon Canker 
• Lethal Yellow Of Palm 
• Littleleaf Disease 
• Oak Wilt 
• Photinia Leaf Spot 
• Powdery Mildew 
• Root Diseases 
• Rusts 
• Sooty Mold 
• Sudden Oak Death 
• Thousand Canker Disease 
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Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC offers maintenance programs that include fertilizer 
application, spraying, and other tree treatments for the most optimal outcome! 
  
Meta Title: Tree Disease Control & Pest Management | Above Ground Tree 
Meta Description: Keep landscape pests and insects under control and continue to promote the health of your trees 
with disease assessment and management. Call us today! 

14. Testimonials 

 At Above Ground Tree Service, we aim to offer 100% customer satisfaction on every project. While we’re confident 
our work will speak for itself, it doesn’t have to. Because of our mission to exceed our clients’ expectations on every 
single job, we’re proud to offer you these testimonials from previous customers. 

 

Here’s what they had to say about how Above Ground Tree Service handled their landscaping needs: Call and 
schedule your tree service today Call 651-237-8989 

 At Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC, we aim to offer 100% customer satisfaction on 
every project. While we’re confident our work will speak for itself, it doesn’t have to. Because of 
our mission to exceed our clients’ expectations on every single job, we’re proud to offer you 
these testimonials from previous customers. 
 
Here’s what they had to say about how Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC handled their 
landscaping needs:  
 
No matter where you are located in and around Minneapolis, call and schedule your tree service 
today! 
 
Call 651-237-8989 for your Maplewood tree care experts. 
Call (651)-315-1526 for your St Paul tree care experts. 
 
Meta Title: Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC Reviews 
Meta Description: Find out why Above Ground Tree And Landscape is the most requested St Paul tree service 
company and Maplewood tree expert. Call for a free quote 24/7! 

 

15. Contact  
Your Tree Service St Paul Partners and Maplewood Tree Experts 
For expert tree services, safe and thorough tree removal, and emergency tree care, or just to find 
out your projects tree removal cost, call us at one of our dedicated locations: 
 
 
Meta Title: Contact Above Ground Tree And Landscape LLC Today 
Meta Description: Contact Above Ground Tree in Minneapolis, St Paul, and Maplewood. Certified tree care 
specialists will evaluate your land and offer a reasonable estimate. 

 

tel:651-237-8989
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CONTENT WORD COUNT 
You have a total of 2500 words (written) some of which can be used for editing (or otherwise taken out of your weekly 
hourly allotment) over the course of the 3-month campaign. 

Title Word Count 

CITATIONS 212  

HOME 46 

ST PAUL 427 

MAPLEWOOD 428 

ABOUT 28 

CONTACT 41 

SERVICES 9 

TREE & SHRUB PRUNING 230 

STORM DAMAGE & EMERGENCY TREE 
SERVICES 

7 

STUMP GRINDING & REMOVAL 205 

TREE PRESERVATION 195 

TREE REMOVAL 201 

TREE DISEASE CONTROL & PEST 
MANAGMENT 

178 

TESTIMONIALS 42 
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